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	Silverlight makes it much easier to build web applications with highly usable, interactive, and exciting user interfaces. However, with so many new options open to designers and developers, making the best use of the tools available is not always so easy. It's ease of use and rapid development process has left one area completely uncovered - how to design, build, and implement professional and usable interfaces, and create an enjoyable user experience and interaction.


	Written by a Microsoft MVP and Silverlight Prototyping Specialist, this book is the first and only book on developing Silverlight User Interfaces. Clear, step-by-step instructions show how to build all the user interface elements that users look forward to in a cutting edge app. This book offers essential recipes, with each recipe depicting the commonly used user interface patterns built with Silverlight, and in some cases, with WPF to showcase the possibilities.


	The author's experience in designing and developing user interfaces enables him to share insights on creating professional interfaces in a clear and friendly way. The book starts off with recipes dealing with fixed and fluid layouts, building custom command link controls, working with navigation, and collapsible panels, and then moves on to the more advanced topics such as calendars, alternating row colors, and task panes. The author covers a number of different UI patterns, controls, and approaches accompanied by XAML and C# code where needed (and explained), along with usage context and practical, proven, and professional techniques for specific controls and patterns.


	From maps to task panes, and web cam support to pixel shaders, this Cookbook provides you with a rich selection of Silverlight UI recipes. It covers all that you need to know in order to design and implement a user interface, together with professional user experience and interface guidelines to make your solutions and applications pleasurable for your users.The author has found himself in the role of both, a designer and a developer, at different points in his professional career, and his motive was to create a book that will serve as a useful resource for designers and developers trying to find their way with Silverlight and Expression Blend.By the end of the book, you will be able to create a rich, professional, and standards-compliant user interface.


	Design and implement professional user interfaces with Silverlight.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Implement liquid versus fixed layouts to choose the best design for your application
	
		Build custom controls like navigation pane, split button, and command link button to suit your application's needs
	
		Good design practices for patterns like wizards, tabs, status bar area and window locations
	
		Menu usage practices-classical and contextual ones together with guidelines
	
		Design and implement navigation patterns, expanders, tiled sections, task panes, and collapsible panels for saving space and minimizing visual distractions
	
		Design and implement calendar controls to allow user-specific time and date input
	
		Represent large data sets using alternating row colours as a design technique
	
		Create a responsive UI and remove the visual noise from the interfaces for a rich user experience
	
		Enable full screen Silverlight experiences for interactive applications such as games, maps, and media players.
	
		Add and utilize the maps and geo-based UI controls for a truly immersive map experience for your users
	
		Use the pixel shading techniques to achieve amazing visual effects on images and controls



	Approach


	Written in a Cookbook style, this book offers learning and techniques through recipes. It contains step-by-step instructions for designers and developers who want to learn about how to design and implement numerous user interface patterns with Silverlight. It will take you a step further by providing you with professional and proven user interface and user experience guidelines wherever possible. The book is designed in such a way that you can explore it chapter-by-chapter, or read it in any order.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a developer or designer who knows the basics of Silverlight, has a smattering of C# and XAML, and wants to build applications with elegant and attractive interfaces, then this book is for you.
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Vaguely Defined Objects: Representations, Fuzzy Sets and Nonclassical Cardinality theorySpringer, 1995
This unique monograph explores the cardinal, or quantitative,  aspects of objects in the presence of vagueness, called vaguely  defined objects.   In the first part of the book such topics as fuzzy sets and derivative  ideas, twofold fuzzy sets, and flow sets are concisely reviewed as  typical mathematical representations of vaguely defined...
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Oracle CRM On Demand 2012 Administration EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	The CRMOD software is built to world-class industry reference models of customer relationship management, and the service provides all the software and features you would need for a world-class customer relationship management practice. This knowledge is essential to keep the costs of investment low and return on the investment high.
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Windows PowerShell 3.0 First StepsMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Gary said nearly everything I wanted to include in the Introduction. I designed this book for the complete beginner, and you should therefore read the book from beginning to end. If you want a more reference oriented book, you should check out my PowerShell Best Practices books, or even PowerShell 3.0 Step by Step. Actually, the Step...
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Enterprise Software Architecture and Design: Entities, Services, and Resources (Quantitative Software Engineering Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012


	This book is about programming-in-the-large, a term coined by DeRemer and

	Kron [2] to distinguish the assembly of large applications from components, from

	the task of implementing those components themselves. Many of the principles of

	programming-in-the-large were earlier elucidated by Parnas in two articles [3, 4].

	It is...
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Modelling Distributed Systems (Texts in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2007
A distributed system is driven by separate components that are executed in parallel, and protocols for such systems form a major aspect of system design in todays world of wireless and mobile networking. Process algebras are languages for the description of elementary parallel systems and are used to study the behavioural properties of distributed...
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Learning Image Processing with OpenCVPackt Publishing, 2015

	Exploit the amazing features of OpenCV to create powerful image processing applications through easy-to-follow examples


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to build full-fledged image processing applications using free tools and libraries
	
		Take advantage of cutting-edge image processing...
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